NPF4 CALL FOR IDEAS – BREADALBANE ACADEMY
This overview provides a summary of ideas and mapping
generated at the event held at Breadalbane Academy
in Aberfeldy on 13 March 2020 where Members of the
Junior and Senior school councils contributed ideas as
part of a workshop session. (Photo credit: Breadalbane Academy)
MAJOR THEMES IN RELATION TO THE SIX DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
What development will we need to address climate change?
 Save the planet and address climate change
 Use renewables
 Protect nature
 Less waste and stop using plastic
How can planning best support our quality of life, health and wellbeing in the future?
 Less pollution and be more environmentally friendly
 Less junk food and less waste
 More (young) people live in rural areas
 Public health
 Tackle poverty and ensure a more equal, inclusive and accepting society
 No homelessness - housing for all
What does planning need to do to enable an economy that benefits everyone?
 Everyone with well paid jobs – fair and equal pay
 Home and rural working
 Good international working relationships
 People valued for what they do
 Less carbon in travel or delivery
How can planning improve, protect and strengthen our places?
 More trees and ’green’ environmental improvements
 Less litter, less plastic, more recycling
 Stop pollution
 Better wifi
 Protect wildlife and nature
What infrastructure do we need to plan and build to realise our long term aspirations?
 Electric vehicles
 Better public transport (and in rural areas)
 Good quality accommodation
 Digital connectivity
‘ONE BIG THING’
 No more global warming
 A socially just and equal society
 Stop plastic, stop pollution
 Protect wildlife
 Renewable energy
 Better public transport

Support rural communities
The following pages provide a record of the ideas and maps that were produced

‘CLIMATE CHANGE’ - What development will we need to address climate change?
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…

BECAUSE…

For climate change to stop!

For the next generation to see
animals that are endangered
now
Who wouldn’t.

It to stop really but to slow it
down. Acid rain.
No climate change
Less factories. Save water.
Less plastic. Electric cars
A lower level of non-eco
sources. A smaller carbon
footprint. Less fumes going
into the atmosphere.
People need to stop using
diesel and stop climate
change.
Stop using fossil fuels. Use
renewables. Stop using as
much plastic. Ride horses
more.
Everything being powered by
renewable energy
A Scotland that is run by
sustainable energy
More windmills.
Houses have solar panels
Every house in Scotland will
have solar panels!
More electric cars, buses and
houses
A new type of fuel.
Seeing less animals get
extinct
Animals that are endangered
are no longer under threat.
More green energy. More
trees around towns and city
for cleaner oxygen
Everything running smoothly
and less animals going extinct
More protected nature
reserves
For plastic to stop being
produced, and put the
remaining plastic to use: like
stop flooding. Stop the mass
production of plastic
Use less plastic
Less land waste And more
recycling
Reduce waste

WHO CAN BEST MAKE
THIS HAPPEN…

THEME/S
Save the planet and
address climate change

I don’t want to die
It would save the planet
The world is being destroyed
by humans and we need to
stop it.

Environment department.
Scottish Government

Because it would do a lot and
help Greta Thumberg
To stop pollution. To stop
littering. To stop petrol and
diesel polluting.
Then we wouldn’t have as big
a risk of climate change
happening again
It would mean we are not
creating fossil fuels to heat up
the world and kill us all
More windmills to generate
electricity and other stuff.
To save the planet
Electricity is one of the main
causes of global warming!
It will help climate and better
for planet
To stop climate change and
green house gases.
Then it gives younger people
the opportunity of seeing load
of animals
It would help the earth and
other creatures including us

Use renewables

Environment secretary and
just government

All people

Protect nature

The Government, teenagers

Our world is dying and we
must act now

People of 2020

It helps stop climate change
and affects peoples mental
health
Because otherwise the world
will be doomed.

Rich people and
government

Use less plastic to help
pollution
It’s better for the planet and
the animals
to stop pollution

everyone

Less waste and stop
using plastic

‘PEOPLE’ - How can planning best support our quality of life, health and wellbeing in the future?
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…

BECAUSE…

We will want to live in a non
polluted world. We could live
in wooden houses to keep us
warm and have solar panels
on the top.
Environmentally friendly
entertainment.

Then we could live life non
free of pollution. So we don’t
need heating or fires.

It is entertaining and friendly
to the earth.

WHO CAN BEST MAKE
THIS HAPPEN…

Less pollution and be
more environmentally
friendly

General population of people

Less junk food.
Less food waste!

More young family and young
people move to rural areas
and glens in Scotland
More people living in rural
areas
More research on illnesses
and medicines, cures and
vaccines.
Everyone has to be
vaccinated by law

Better health care. Less
homelessnes and poverty.
More shelters for people who
are on the street. Clean
water, clean clothes
Equal society in which no one
is discriminated no matter
who they are
No poverty

There is too much food waste
in schools, homes,
restaurants.
The main places young
people live in citys and all the
old people are making
communities die down.
There isn’t enough young
people to support the
community
It would help grow the
population of people who can
help.
They are bringing back
illnesses we have already
killed and are potentially
giving their children fatal
diseases if they are not
vaccinated
People should not have to live
in a dirty unhygienic
environment, they should
have the same rights as
everyone else.
Everyone is equal and they
don’t deserve to be
discriminated against because
of how they look
More and more people are
having problem with poverty

No poverty

Poverty is bad

Liveable rent prices for
minimum wage workers or
student debt people and
higher food standards
Our society being fully
excepting (sp?)

Because we need people at
the bottom to be able to work

People to be more accepting /
civil
People should be more
pleasant with each other!
So we can change and help
the people we need to help
now or never

Then if everyone was
accepted people might have
less mental health problems
People don’t think before they
speak
Organise groups to sort out
situations (if there big or
small)
Free med for everyone not
just for kids

THEME/S

Everyone who eats

Less junk food and
waste

The government that works
with housing

More (young) people
live in rural areas

scientists

Public health

Anti vaxes and government

Environment Dept. Scottish
Government

everyone

everyone

Employers and government

Tackle poverty and
ensure a more equal,
inclusive and accepting
society

Tell the cranky landlords out
because they don’t help build
up communities
More family homes for larger
families
More country houses rather
than being in a city
No homeless people.
Everyone has a home no
matter there (sp), race,
gender, sexuality, ethnicity or
religion

It is hard to find nice houses
It’s nice to see the country
when you look out your
window
Everyone should be equal
and deserves a home

No homelessness housing for all

government

‘WORK’ - What does planning need to do to enable an economy that benefits everyone?
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…

BECAUSE…

Higher minimum wage so
people can live in modern
houses and lifestyles
The Government giving more
support to people with less
money and people who are in
debt.
Everyone has a job

Well if I can’t earn enough
to live and that’s bad
It’s hard to live well with
less money. Single parents
need support while bringing
up a child / children.
Because jobs good

The Scottish Government

Fair pay checks

Not all genders are being
treated equally. And we
need to stop it.
Gender discrimination is
bad
We want to be equal

The Scottish Government

It is hard for people to get
there without long travel

companies

Many people travel to work
causing pollution. Also
because of Brexit I want it
to be easy trade.
Being part of the EU
provides us with all kinds of
protection and trade deals
along with laws and food
standards that makes our
food safe to eat
Brexit is such a big waste of
time

Government

Work and offices pay men
and women equal
Make maternity leave longer
and make paternity leave the
same
Jobs around more rural
places
I think many people should
work from home so they stay
close to their family.
A Scotland that is part of the
EU as it gives us benefits that
we can’t get from anyone else

For Brexit to stop
More trading with the EU and
Asia even though we leave
the EU
Teachers to get paid more

Emergency services should
be paid more!
Emergency services should
be paid way more.
Drones for delivering
packages

WHO CAN BEST MAKE THIS
HAPPEN…
The Government and employers

Government and the people who
will vote

THEME/S
Everyone with well
paid jobs – fair and
equal pay

Home and rural
working

Good international
working relationships

Government

They teach children so they
can get jobs when they’re
older
They are very
underestimated!
They save so much lives

People valued for
what they do

The postman – woman’s
cars are bad for the planet

Less carbon in travel
or delivery

‘PLACE’ - How can planning improve, protect and strengthen the special character of our places?
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…

BECAUSE…

More trees in towns

It will help climate and scenery

Put more trees in the city and
in the parks
Having lots of trees.

So we can breathe.

Environmentally
More greenery in town and
citys
A higher concentration of trees
and flowers in cities
More greenery in towns and
cities
Stop cutting down trees.
Community tree planting in
derelict fields.
Trees being more common in
big citys (or just green in
general)
Primary schools have habitat
gardens to give them a place
to like
Litter being sorted and
decomposed. Litter being
sorted by colour and thing
Coastal plastic waste being
solved – birds choking on
micro plastics
For people to stop using single
use plastic in public /
everywhere
Streets that are clean and litter
free also seas that are free of
plastics of all kinds including
micro plastics
Better recycling in public
areas. Doing something about
landfill. Less plastic use in
places. Making poverty use
less common.
Put a price on littering so there
is less litter
Less cars more trains, buses,
horses.
Stop using fossil fuels.
Try to make better things
happen in Glenlyon
Quick wifi in rural areas

More forests and protected
land
Stop the intensive farming of
animals who are treated badly

The town and city need
greenery
It cleans the air and makes it
look pretty especially in a dull
city
In citys and towns there is very
little greenery and it is
effecting our health
We need cleaner air

WHO CAN BEST MAKE THIS
HAPPEN…

THEME/S
More trees and
’green’ environmental
improvements

government

The Scottish Government

Then citys would be nicer to
live in and look at

In Sweden?

Less litter, less
plastic, more
recycling

There are too many dead birds
and other animals with their
habitat destroyed
We need a cleaner, brighter
future

Everyone!!

It ruins the environment and
kills sea life

Government and everyone
who doesn’t put their rubbish
in the bin

We need a brighter, cleaner
future

Environment Department.
Scottish Government

everyone

It would clean citys and towns
Stop pollution

Stop pollution

Its unfair we miss out. Plus
more people could work at
home.
Nature reserves good for the
environment

Better wifi

The animals are kept in
confined, unkept spaces for
the majority of their life and it’s
not ok

Protect wildlife and
nature

Protect wildlife, like bringing
back capercaillies and lynx
and wild cats.
A revered place for
endangered animals

They don’t deserve to die

WWF

For the next generation to see
them

‘DELIVERY’ - What infrastructure do we need to plan and build to realise our long term aspirations?
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…

BECAUSE…

Electric cars / buses. Drones.
Less diesel, less petrol. Maybe
some new types of transport
that does not affect the
environment.
We need to have more electric
cars, lorrys, and we could
make hover boards and
drones.
More electric cars and electric
vehicles
More electric cars, buses,
trucks, helicopters
All cars are electric

Electric cars because its less
pollution. Less diesel and less
petrol less pollution.

Solar powered cars being
more common

Then everyone would be able
to get around but without
emissions
Especially on Sundays its hard
to visit your friends and family
if no buses are running. I
wanted to get a bus from
Aberfeldy to Birnam at
12:00pm but there were no
buses till 7:30pm!
It is hard to go visit friend and
family
It is hard to get around if you
live in rural areas

Better transport in rural areas.
There aren’t any buses on
Sunday morning in Aberfeldy.

Better transport in rural area
Good transport for everyone
public and private. Also better
roads.
Better transport (more
economical vehicles)
Clean buses, friendly drivers
come to more places
Clean buses nice bus drivers,
good transport, safe roads,
buses to more places
Clean buses, easy transport,
accessibility for disability
Have clean buses. No mould.
Could have bins in the back of
the seats, chargers in all the
buses.
Clean buses, good transport.
No buses to Aberfeldy
publicly.
Less cramped flats and
student housing

THEME/S
Electric vehicles

It will be better for the
environment and everyone all
the people
Its good for the environment
It is good for the environment
Global warming bad

Fumes are a big problem for
transport. We need less
fumes.
Our school bus isn’t safe and
driver isn’t friendly
The roads are bumpy and it
would be better if the bus
driver was nice
It has been going downhill for
the past couple of years
So we have better hygiene. So
if our phones are dead and our
buses break down we can
phone people.
This is what I have to deal with
now and should be better for
other generations.
At some point people will be
student

Digital connectivity
Good wifi for rural areas

WHO CAN BEST MAKE THIS
HAPPEN…

Bus companies. Stagecoach

Better public transport
(and in rural areas)

Bus / stagecoach

The Scottish Government

Government

universities, landlords

Good quality
accommodation
Digital connectivity

I live in a rural area and the
wifi just doesn’t work

‘ONE BIG THING’
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…

BECAUSE…

No more global warming
To stop climate change
forever
An equal society where no one
is discriminated against no
matter

Global warming is bad
It will give us a better world

Just for people to be clean,
friendly and just nice
Support for single or low paid
parents

A stop to bullying in schools.
More support for people who
have like anxiety
To stop plastic production and
to put plastic to some use like
making energy and clothing for
poorer countries. And to stop
the plastic ending up in the
ocean.
Pollution to stop, climate
changing, important people to
make better decisions
Stop pollution and use of
plastic
Stop pollution and save
endangered animals
For endangered animals to
have a revered place for them
to live
More trees
Stop animal extinction
Solar power / renewable
energy to power everything
Scotland being completely
renewable energy powered
Better transport for public and
school kids
Better transport
Build up the rural communities
like Glenlyon. Offer more for
the young.

No one deserves to feel
isolated because of
discrimination or not get their
job they want because of their
gender or religion

WHO CAN BEST MAKE
THIS HAPPEN…
More renewable energy

THEME/S

everyone

A socially just and
equal society

No more global
warming

everyone
Our future generation is
depending on children being
raised properly. Children are
not being treated properly.
This needs to stop.
It would help with young
people’s education

The Scottish Government

It would improve our
environment

everyone

Stop plastic, stop
pollution

So things actually get done

It would make the world better
I don’t want to live in a polluted
place and I want to know that
animals are safe as well
So the next generations to be
able to see them
Trees = green = grass = good
= cow food = cheeseburgers
Because we need this to stop

Protect wildlife

Government

Renewable energy

It’s horrible now

Better public transport

It is a problem

government

There is not much to offer

Government

Support rural
communities
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